




Decision Making 

During sleep memory 
consolidation occurs, 
which is turning newly 

acquired information into 
long term memories. 
Sleeping well after 
practice, testing or 
racing ensures the 
practices become 

ingrained in your overall 
ability. Improving your 

split second sub-
conscious decisions 
during competition   
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Accuracy  

Research carried out by Stanford 
University that the tennis players 
who extended their sleep to 10 

hours per night for 5 weeks were 
consistently more accurate in 

their shots 

Stamina   
Studies have shown that lack of sleep 
30% reduction in the time to physical 

exhaustion 



17 Practical Sleep Tips 



No 1  Schedule sleep alarm for sleep 
and awake  



No 2   No exercise 2 - 3 hours before 
sleep  



No 3   Avoid caffeine 



No 4   Avoid alcohol before bed. 
Effects R.E.M. sleep  

 



No 5   Avoid large meals before bed  



No 6   Avoid medicine that initiate 
sleep  



No 7   No Power naps after 3pm



No 8   Relax before bed



No 9   Hot bath or shower  
before bed



No 10  Make it Dark -  
Eye Mask or Black Out Curtains  



No 11  Make it Cool -  Ideally 18 
degrees - Window open - Bed Socks 



No 12   No Screens 1 hour before bed  



No 13   Get 30 mins natural light every 
day  



No 14  If you wake up, don’t 
check the time by phone



No 15   Try magnesium supplement. The most powerful 
relaxation mineral available, people who suffer from 
disrupted sleep find it makes a massive difference to 
sleep quality, contributing to a deeper nights sleep.



Beating Jetlag Easier traveling 
West 

-
Harder travelling 

East 

Jet lag subsides 
at 

approximately 
one hour per 

day

Set your watch to the destination time 
zone and sync your sleep wake cycle 

Before you 
Travel West start to go to bed later 
Travel East start to go to bed earlier 

During the flight 
Stay hydrated with water not caffeine or 

alcohol 

Take Melatonin to invoke sleep in the 
new time zone 

Get sunlight 
upon arrival 

Sunlight inhibits 
melatonin and so 
makes you less 
sleepy to help 

stay awake in the 
new time zone  

Make the flight 
space light or 
dark in sync 

with the 
destination time 

zone    



No 17   Try Melatonin 
supplement. 


